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ABSTRACT

Video tra�c management has been a challenging task
in the �elds of network management and multi�media
communication� Transmission bu�ering is widely used
to smooth bursty tra�c and maintain a steady traf�
�c level by adapting the incoming source tra�c to the
bu�er� This paper describes an e�cient adaptive bu�er�
ing scheme which is based on feed�forward control to
adaptively handle the non�stationary nature of bursty
video tra�c� The performance of a series of quantisation
scale mapping curves is presented in terms of occupancy
and video quality�

� INTRODUCTION

A digital video compression algorithm such as MPEG
generates a coded bit stream with variable rate� The
term �tra�c� is used to indicate the time�varying non�
stationary nature of the video bit stream� since the video
can alter from still to moving pictures�
In applications using transmission bu�er� over	ow and
congestion may take place in bursty tra�c or a low
bit�rate CBR 
constant bit rate� channel� While much
research on tra�c modelling for ATM 
Asynchronous
Transfer Mode� networks has been investigated ��� less
research work has been carried out on bu�ering and rate
control ��� �� �� �� �� in the video encoder� Thus� we
concentrate on how e�ectively the bu�er occupancy can
be controlled within a given channel rate� We intro�
duce features representing the amount of scene change
which are used for calculating predictive bu�er occu�
pancy� ISO�IEC �� 
MPEG� and ��� 
MPEG��
are representative video compression standards to which
the bu�ering scheme can ultimately be applied�

� CONFIGURATION OF BUFFERING IN

MPEG ENCODER

In an MPEG video encoder� quantisation step size can
be adaptively controlled by bu�er occupancy and pic�
ture details ��� ��� When a bu�er is used for tra�c
control� it is vital to use a reactive mechanism which
controls the quantisation step size by feedback informa�
tion on bu�er occupancy� Exploitation of picture de�

tails can also be applied to control the picture quality�
Occupancy�based reactive control becomes a dominant
function� since maintaining a constant occupancy is the
main objective� Figure  shows a diagramof the reactive
bu�ering scheme�
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Figure � Reactive bu�ering scheme speci�ed in MPEG

� MAPPING QUANTISATION STEP SIZE

The target in rate control is to e�ectively map the bu�er
occupancy to the quantisation step size� Several di�er�
ent mapping curves have been investigated� They can be
classi�ed into linear ��� ��� piecewise linear ��� ��� and
non�linear �� �� ��� Two non�linear mapping curves�
sigmoidal �� and logarithmic ��� have been investi�
gated�
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Figure �� Sigmoidal quantisation scale mapping

The reference simulation software ��� �� uses linear map�
ping i�e�� Qs
O� � O where Qs
O� and O are the



normalised quantisation scale and occupancy� In sig�
moidal mapping� two nonlinear equations form a non�
linear mapping curve with the shape of a skewed S� K is
a steepness factor and � is a control factor to determine
the symmetry of each curve� e�g�� if � is ���� the curve
shows a symmetrical shape whose upper half and lower
half form images� The combination of two curves forms
a skewed sigmoidal mapping curve� Figure ��
In logarithmic � exponential mapping the quantisation
scale maps to a set of logarithmic and exponential
curves� A value of quantisation scale is selected based
on mean occupancy O� for a speci�c period of time and
the current occupancy� i�e��

Qs
O�� O� � �
O�� log
��

�
O��O � � 
�

Qs
O�� O� � �
O�� exp
�
O��O� � �
O�� 
��

where O is the current occupancy� O� is the mean oc�
cupancy� and �
O��� �
O��� �
O��� and �
O�� are
the coe�cients which form the logarithmic and expo�
nential curves� If the O� value does not remain in a
prede�ned occupancy range� a more nonlinear curve is
selected� Otherwise� if O� stays in the range� the curve
selected becomes close to a straight line� Figure ��
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� SCENE CHANGE FEATURES

This bu�ering scheme takes advantage of the frame de�
lays for re�ordering picture types since MPEG encodes a
P or I picture �rst� instead of having B pictures preced�
ing them� Hence� if a scene change occurs in a B picture�
the encoder realises this in advance of encoding the P
or I picture� This can e�ectively be used for advance
adjustment of quantisation scale� Figure � shows a de�
tailed block diagram of feed�forward bu�ering combined
with the MPEG main pro�le encoder� NQS 
non�linear
quantisation scale mapping� selects a non�linear curve
to estimate future occupancy� The SCF 
scene change
function� and MVF 
motion vector function� calculate
the ratio of the variance of a di�erence picture frame to

the variance of an input frame and the mean value of the
motion vector function in a slice� respectively� Output
values of NQS� SCF� and MVF go to the Q�scale control
block to determine the best quantisation scale value for
a slice� No quantisation scale adaptation is performed
for a macro block or smaller scale of block since we as�
sume that macro blocks have high correlation�

� PREDICTIVE BUFFER OCCUPANCY

Framewise variances form an appropriate measure for
scene change� It is an extension of the intra � inter deci�
sion for a macro�block speci�ed in ISO���� ���� Two
variances� var org and var dif are de�ned� var org is
the variance of input picture and var dif is the variance
of the di�erence picture between current input picture
and previous input picture� Using these two variances�
the graph is divided into four regions� Figure ��
�A� represents the area with no dramatic scene changes
and no subsequent abrupt changes in tra�c since the
var dif is small� �B� is the area with higher var dif �
however� there would be no dramatic tra�c level change
at this picture since var org is smaller than var dif �
The DCT encodes macro blocks in intra mode and its
performance is considered to be better than encoding
them in inter mode� Areas �C�� and �D� may cause
more dramatic increases in tra�c� �C� and �D� are
separated by the partition var dif � var org� Esti�
mating the required number of coded bits 
Cp

bits
k� and
Ci
bits
k�� of kth input frame is thus based on var dif �

var org� and previous statistics of coded bits per frame�
i�e��

Cp
bits
k� �

var org

var dif
� Cbits
P 
k � n�� 
��

Ci
bits
k� �

var dif

var org
�Cbits
I
k � n�� 
��

where Cbits
P 
k�n�� and Cbits
I
k�n�� are the number
of bits of the previously encoded I or P picture�
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Figure �� Plot for framewise inter � intra decision

As the pictures in both �C� and �D� may generate
bursty tra�c� it is necessary to choose either Cp

bits
k�
or Ci

bits
k� when the value of var dif�var org is greater
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Figure �� Feed�forward bu�ering scheme for MPEG

than � Once Cbits
k� is determined� current bu�er oc�
cupancy O
k� is checked� i�e��

O
k� � int

�
DT � FR��

�
� Oms
k�

FR���

�
� 
��

where the termDT�FR
��

�
represents the maximumde�

lay in ms and Oms
k� stands for current occupancy in
ms� Therefore� O
k� represents current bu�er capacity
in the number of frames� DT is the delay target repre�
senting the maximum tolerance of coding delay in the
number of frames� and FR��

�
is the reciprocal of frame

rate� If O
k� � � i�e�� if the remaining capacity of the
bu�er is able to accept bits of a complete frame� the fol�
lowing equation applies with each Cp

bits
k� or C
i
bits
k��

OF 
k� �
O
k� � �

�
Cp
bits
k�

DT �MBF

��

OF 
k� represents the predictive bu�er occupancy and is
used for selecting quantisation scale for the kth frame�
QSF 
k�� function�

QSF 
k� � qs
Tb� OF � 
��

QSF 
k� is a function of the predictive occupancy

OF 
k�� and the tra�c balance 
Tb� de�ned as follows�

Tb �
Cbits
�k�

L �MBF

��

where L is the number of frames in a set of pictures� e�g��
for BBP or BBI L becomes �� and MBF is the mean
bits per frame� The function qs is one of the logarithmic
� exponential mapping curves described in the previous
section� Thus� the quantisation scale for a whole input
frame is determined by short�term tra�c history and
future occupancy�

� LOCAL ADAPTATION OF THE QUANTI�

SATION SCALE

Parts of a picture may have di�erent amount of visual
information from the other parts of the picture� The
value of QSF 
k� can be adaptively changed at each pic�
ture slice or horizontal stripe� In order to adapt QSF 
k�

to the quantisation scale for each slice� motion vector
values are used� The motion vector function� MV FD is
de�ned as follows�

MV FD
s�

�

j

MBN��X
k��

mvx
k�j � j

MBN��X
k��

mvy
k�j

MBN � 
MVXmax �MV Ymax�

��

where s is slice number and MBN is the number of
macro blocks in a slice� hence� mvx
k� and mvy
k� be�
come motion vectors of macro block k� MVXmax and
MV Ymax are the maximum values of motion vectors
for a speci�ed motion search range� MV FD
s� is a di�
rectional motion vector function� As MV FD
s� ranges
from � to � in order to makeMV FD
s� a scaling factor
of QSF 
k� it is multiplied by �� and applied to QSF 
k��
i�e��

QSS
s� � � ��MV FD
s� � QSF 
k� 
��

where QSS
s� is the quantisation scale for the slice s�

� SIMULATION RESULTS

Six bu�ering schemes have been simulated over three
video sequences �MAFBSU�� �Star Wars�� and �Ad�
verts�� �MAFBSU� is a cascaded video sequence of
�Miss America�� �Football�� and �Susie�� �Star Wars�
and �Adverts� are taken from the movie �Star Wars�
and television advertisements� respectively� The bu�er�
ing schemes can be classi�ed into adaptive and non�
adaptive� The adaptive scheme has been applied to sig�
moidal and logarithmic � exponential mapping curves�
which adaptively change the steepness of the curves ac�
cording to tra�c balance� The non�adaptive method
uses a single curve� The linear mapping scheme 
LIN�
takes a straight line as a mapping curve� as a perfor�
mance benchmark� In the logarithmic mapping 
LOG�
and the exponential mapping 
EXP�� the curves A and
B of Figure � are used� respectively� Sigmoidal map�
ping 
SIGM� uses the curve R of Figure �� Adaptive
logarithmic � exponential mapping 
LOGEXP�A� forms
a combined scheme composed of LOG and EXP with



adaptation� Adaptive SIGM 
SIGM�A� is an adaptive
scheme of SIGM�
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Figure �� Occupancy and PSNR for � bu�ering schemes

Figure � shows the simulation results of the six meth�
ods both in terms of occupancy and peak SNR for these
video sequences� In 
a� there is a major scene change at
slice ���� The performance of LOG and LIN are lower
than SIGM� EXP shows medium performance between
SIGM and LOG� However� since it keeps lower quan�
tisation scale values at low occupancy than SIGM and
LOG� it generates more coded bits at low and initial oc�
cupancy� SIGM�A and LOGEXP�A show better perfor�
mance since they adaptively change the mapping curves
depending on the previous occupancy� SIGM�A shows
steadier 	uctuation in occupancy� however� at dramatic
changes LOGEXP�A performs better since it can more
quickly responds to the occupancy increase� Quality
degradation� by controlling the quantisation scale� is

seen in Figure � to be inversely proportional to the occu�
pancy� The larger quantisation step sizes clearly lower
the picture quality from the encoder� as shown in the
PSNR plots�

	 CONCLUSION

In this paper we have investigated a feed�forward bu�er�
ing scheme for video tra�c using scene change features�
Framewise variances and motion vectors in a slice have
been e�ectively exploited to provide scene change infor�
mation to control quantisation scale value� The perfor�
mance of several di�erent quantisation mapping curves

linear� sigmoidal� logarithmic� and exponential� has
been evaluated� The adaptive scheme using combined
logarithmic � exponential curves shows superior perfor�
mance in terms of bu�er occupancy�
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